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Ba_Aground

Testing plays a majc: zn a 'Local school syn:.1-e7-.'s effo: :s Lr monitor

itself end to examin how ia..1 individual students, schools, 7-nr,' overall

system is functioning In t, many assessors of qua_ity use test

results as the major ..arometer of s_ccess or failure cf ._Ica;:ion and

place the number derived ircm a ser .es of well filled b_bc,leE :r above any

other index of how well children ace being taught. In :he szhc _ system in

which I work, Montgomery Couny .:ryland, we (those people in charge of

administering and interpreting tesL data) have for tl past two years been

doing some serious soul cearc,in.c regarding standardized ,,c_ scores and the

information they provide. We have looked at the use tc which the tests have

been put and come to pose some ver serious questions regarC:::; the legitimacy

of well established practices.

The quetions we have been asking fall into two general categories. First,

how much and what kind of -information do norm referenced standardized tests

really provide for program managers and school administracors? And, second,

what are the real differences, if any, between an achievement test and a

socalled "abilities" test in what they measure and how they should be used?

Uses of Tests

In order to understand more fully our concerns and why these questions have

arisen, it may be helpful to look at the ways in which test data have been

used in Montgomery County. In all likelihood, our practices can be considered



reas :ably typica oE pra=lces majci :;:_pool systems rlationwide.

Sta-7Cardized norm -eferenced to are giv,:n as part of a

sta.:e,:_de testing -gram. tests given L..) all students in

Grade 3, 5, and Until ::his aEministraLlcm of an test was

also required at same -,rarie leTeLs. Now, Ln the eyes of the state,

ab'Lli:ies testing s :(3rsidere:i 77t1:7a1.

The traditional u.-s of 3cc-res dE frrri these :ests fall in:0 four general

categories -- Evaluati:Ig she s lls :nd reed. of individual students,

evaluating schools, evaluatin ins: programs, and evaluating the

school system. These are discusse:2 br -='7y below:

1. Evaluating the skills and nee= :=dividual .::u:aents. )11 the individual

level, norm refer--enced test d..1-Lai. 7-_7171-:: had several uses.

o Individual diagr.2sis 77=gramming - to provide staff with

information which supp m=7.: _grades and professional judgement, to

be used in determinin= -;:dual needs and suggesting activities

from which a student 7.Eail in=alit. Comparisons between achievement

and abilities test per:c.- have been considered by staff to be an

important indicator 2T.:::=E-actory progress, "over" or "under"

achievement.

o Communication with parents to inform parents about the educational

attainments of their children. Comparisons between achievement and

abilities test scores have provided one indicator of student

motivation, as well as the degree to which a school is meeting a

student's needs.
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o Screening for special programs - to help staff in selecting students

for special programs, such as gifted and talented and advanced

placement courses. Abilities test performance, in particular has

until very recently, played a major role in deciding among students

who otherwise appear to have equivalent qualifications.

o Grouping - to place students in special classes or groups within

classes which differ in content, level, or pace of instruction.

2. Evaluating schools. There are two general ways in which standardized test

data have been used to evaluate schools.

o Assessing individual school performance to determine whether or not

individual schools are providing quality instruction which meets the

needs of its student population. As in the case of individual

diagnosis, comparisons have frequently been made between school

ability and achievement test scores to determine whether or not the

school, and by inference the principal, was functioning at, above, or

below what might be expected given the ability level of the enrollees.

Comparing performance among schools - to determine which schools are

the best and to rank schools vis a vis each other in terms of their

academic accomplishments. (The real estate agent's dream).

Sometimes abilities test scores have been used as a kind of "control

variable" in making such comparisons.
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3. Evaluating the effectiveness of instructional programs - to determine

whether different approaches to teaching a subject, such as reading, are

differentially effective. As described above in evaluation designs

abilities test scores have sometimes been used as a covariate.

4. - to determine whethe: or not the sys.ter

as a whole is providing a quality educational prograt for its student:s.

Here, differences between systemwide abilities and achievement test scores

(or lack there of) have again been used as a standard against which to

measure performance. In many cases, in making such comparisons the

district superintendent is the benefactor of either the praise or the

blame which accrues from this activity.

While this list is lengthy, it is likely that it is under rather than over

inclusive. I think its fair to say that information from standardized norm

referenced tests is used extremely widely and effects decision making at all

levels of local educational systems.

The Problem

Why do we questic these uses? Three major concerns will be discussed here.

And, up front I want to point out that, to some extent, these concerns stem

from misinterpretation or misuse of test data by well meaning believers in the

power of the "objective" quantitative approach and are not fault of the tests

themselves or the test developers/publishers. To differing degrees, however,

I feel it is fair to say that the test marketers and their written materials

encourage such uses.
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The E.7.75: cor___:=1 is :h: =my of these practices involve .sing data :from

tests :7_marl_, intendec.' provide data on groups 7-) ma'' --.e decisions _bout

indivi studats. The . _gists are not only group e.-IminiE.= but de_ gned

to be st reLiable whe -,.-... =d to measure group performe= We c 7:stion

whether :7.r not the score individuals are sufficientl-- az-ar:.7.:,- the

USES tr -lich the are gut. For example, given the _ -:_z_- of

the tef-__. can real_. say that a student with a score . Al, 95th

percenti. is ,_rior ime with a score at the 93re_ :ver Oth

percentile? Car Ec-.ut SC.77-_-::.,e justified?

The second whe=er there is in fact any useful diff±.7ence etween

what is measure ± abiLL.:, and achievement tests and whether 1::(2 practice of

comparing score the 7.wo measures, as was mentioned in .!veral of the

examples above. -;:ekes sense. This is clearly not a new issue in the area of

test usage. I- Ls one :gat remains hotly debated, however, as the recom

mendation that .lities .:ests be used as a standard against which to measure

achievement tes: performance continues to be made. This has become a very

emotionally chmrged area. Further, there is so much disagreement among

experts that the potential for debate seems almost endless. For example, at a

work session before our Board of Education last spring out of ten experts our

department assembled we managed to have five who endorsed the practice and

five who did not. This hardly provided us with convincing support for

rejecting a practice with a long history in our county. Nonetheless, we

question whether or not the tests differ more than two socalled achievement

tests and are very uncomfortable with setting one as the basic standard

against which to examine performance on the other.



The third concern is that in _meral we feel that the public and ec]._.:atcts

tend to overrate the informati provided by standardized test: scores. Tre

is something sedu :ive about apparent simplicity wad olajectivit a

number derived f a paper am_ pencil test. How.:ver, the kinds of decisions

for which ;ey used are Ln _:.cct very complicated. Standardize:. test

scores are 3ne of many fz::o- which should be taken into acc=nt in

drawing cc .z:s ns. Unforturzliel- :his is all too infrequently the case.

The public_: f school by shoo scores always makes headlines in the

local pap= leads parents - ] :he public to draw rapid and sometimes

quite inac:-.zre 71erences about 7.7.ncol/principal performance.

Lutions

We have :nd at pointing out :.ese problems and raising these questions

does not -2adily lead to consenL_s or modification of practice. For policy

makers (?z_ard of Education membe, administrators, etc) it is not sufficient

to say tnat a practice is invalid, especially a practice that has proven

useful. An alternative solutionlmust be offered.

We have spent a good deal of time over the last year trying to find some

alternative solutions. If I had to give our efforts a grade, I think a "B"

would be considered fair. We've done pretty well, for example, in the area of

student selection for special programs. Strict ranking by test scores is now



officially discouraged (although not eliminated in prac:ice) and tha

importance placed on scores on socalled abilities tests :ver other measures

is decreased. In time we may even see more emphasis pla::ed on work samples

and other more d;,-ect measures of skill level in a specific :area.

We have introduced different way to look at whether act schools are

effective. Specifically, we now do comparisons of loc::_.1dinal data for

students tested in the same school at more than one grade i vel (e.g. in the

third and fifth grade for elementary schools). We look tc ,ee whether there

is any "substantial" difference in test performance (comp or sbtest) for

the group between the two test periods. To reach this ju_,Tment we assume tTat

all other things being equal students would be expected :o rank similarly at

the two test pcints. In other words, the best predictor of future perform=7.7c2

is current performance. If performance across the trades differs 1), a

specified amount (+7 NCE points or a 1/3 of a standard de ation from the

county trend), it is considered an indicator that the school may be especially

effective (or ineffective) in the area the test is measuri.ng. It should be

noted that in making judgements about the performance of individual schools

the countywide trend is c,:nsidered because it is important to guard against

attributing to a school strengths or weaknesses that in reality relate to the

countywide curriculum. Thus, if the county trend were to increase from 80

NCEs to 82 NCEs a gain of a 2 NCEs, a school would have to show an increase of

10 NCEs to be considered effective.

This way of assessing school effectiveness seems to us to he far better than

comparing performance on achievement and socalled abilities tests. However,



we are aware that it f-m,: .as shortcomings. One could argue that + 7 NCEs is -a

rather arbitrary fizur e irnd that there is no convincing basis for selecting

that criteria over Regression to the mean may be occurring for our

extreme scoring schoo1.3, znd we are not quite sure as yet how to take this

into account. We Ere 711c: convinced that regression analyses totally solve our

problem. In addition :inler these criteria if a principal wanted to manipulate

the system, she ccaild place her weakest teachers in the third grade and her

strongest teachers in the fourth and fifth grades.

For these reasons we stress that this analysis provides an indicator of

whether a school =ay be more or less effective and trends across multiple

years should be examined. We try to emphasize that it is a way of flagging

schools for further study by professionals more familiar with curricula and

instruction. We are encouraged, however, by the potential of this approach

especially since some of the schools which are flagged include ones not

typically cited as being outstanding where traditional school ranking methods

(ranking according to a single year's performance) are used. Specifically,

for the first time, schools in the highest SES areas are showing up as having

academic problems and schools in relatively lower SES areas are identified as

having noteworthy programs.

We have not totally succeeded in convincing people that this approach is

better than one which compares achievement to ability and it clearly is not a

direct substitute. It does not answer the question of whether a school or a

child is doing as well as he/she should. However,we are unconvinced that we

have or ever have had a valid measure of this expectation. Unfortunately,

this opinion is not shared by some very important policy makers.



Conclusions

School districts continue to struggle with the problem of interpreting and

using standardized test data. While scores on standardized norm referenced

tests can be very helpful when used appropriately as a decisionmaking tool,

the same data, when misused, can do extreme damage to individuals and

institutions. While we want to continue to examine the use of standardized

tests for all the purposes described earlier we are especially concerned about

the use of abilities tests, and answering questions regarding what they

,measure, how, and, if, they should be used in ways which differ from uses of

achievement tests. We are also looking for suggestions for alternative

methods for measuring expectancy or how well a school or child "should" be

doing if such exist. Any light that this panel sheds on these issues will be

greatly appreciated.
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